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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group and S, T ; G be arbitrary subsets. How large
 w xmay their product TS be, provided TS / G? In 1942 H. Mann see 15
.and references there proved that in an abelian group G the inequality
< < < < < <TS G T q S y 1 holds for arbitrary T if and only if it holds for each
w xproper subgroup T. Recently, his results was generalized by Zemor 16 for
any finite group:
w xTHEOREM 1.1 16 . Let G be a finite group and S be a subset of G. If for
e¨ery proper subgroup H of G
< < < < < <SH G S q H y 1
and
< < < < < <HS G S q H y 1,
then for e¨ery subset T for which either TS / G or ST / G, we ha¨e
< < < < < <TS G S q T y 1 1 .
and
< < < < < <ST G S q T y 1. 2 .
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tion in Germany, through the Emmy Noether Mathematical Institute at Bar-Ilan University.
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If G is abelian, then this result may be strengthened. More precisely,in
 w x.1955 M. Kneser proved the following Theorem 1.5 in 15
THEOREM 1.2. Let G be a finite abelian group and S, T be subsets of G.
Then there exists a subgroup H F G such that STH s ST and
< < < < < < < <ST G SH q TH y H .
Unfortunately, no version of this result is known for non-abelian groups.
w xIt was mentioned in 16 that to find a generalization of Kneser's result is
an open problem.
 wIf G is a group of prime order, then a theorem of Vosper see 15,
x.  .Theorem 1.3 completely describes all cases when equality occurs in 1 .
 .THEOREM 1.3 Vosper . Let A, B, C be subsets of Z such that A q B sp
< < < < < <C. Then either C G A q B or one of the following holds:
 .i G s A q B;
 . < <ii C s p y 1 and B s d y A, d f C;
 .iii A and B are in arithmetic progression with the same difference.
w xFor proofs of the above theorems we refer the reader to the book 15 of
H. Mann.
In this paper we make an attempt to extend the above theorems for
non-abelian groups. For this purpose we restrict the subsets that we
consider, namely: we assume that one of the sets is normal, i.e., invariant
under conjugation. Our first result is a ``normal'' version of Theorem 1.1.
THEOREM 1.4. Let G be a finite group and A ; G be a normal subset. If
< < < < < <the inequality AN G A q N y 1 holds for each normal subgroup N / G
of G, then
< < < < < <AB / G « AB G A q B y 1
holds for each B ; G.
As a consequence of this theorem we deduce a non-commutative version
of Vosper's theorem.
< <THEOREM 1.5. Let G be a non-abelian finite simple group and A ; G, A
) 1 be a normal subset. Then
 . < < < < < <i AB / G « AB G A q B y 1 holds for each B ; G.
y1 . < < < < < < < <ii AB s A q B y 1 if and only if either B s 1 or B s A g,
g g G, X denotes the complement to a subset X in G.
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Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 are proved in Sections 2 and 3, respectively.
Applications of these results are given in Section 4. We use these
theorems to get new information about covering numbers of conjugacy
classes of non-abelian simple groups see Section 4 for the exact definition
. w xof covering number . It was conjectured in 4, p. 2 that the covering
 .number cn C of an arbitrary conjugacy class C of a non-abelian simple
group G does not exceed its number k of conjugacy classes. Using the
 . < < < <  .results of Sections 2]4 we prove that cn C F G r C Subsection 4.1
Another application of the above theorems deals with the product of
conjugacy classes. For example, we obtain the following
THEOREM 1.6. Let C , . . . , C be a set of non-tri¨ ial conjugacy classes of a1 l
< <finite non-abelian group G. If C ? ??? ? C s C j ??? j C and C1 l 1 l 1
< < < <q ??? q C - G y 1, then G is not simple.l
THEOREM 1.7. Let G be a finite non-abelian simple group and C , . . . , C1 k
be all the non-tri¨ ial conjugacy classes of G. Then
 .i C ? ??? ? C s G;1 k
 .ii If for some set D , . . . , D of non-tri¨ ial conjugacy classes and some1 l
 4I ; 1, . . . , k
l
< <C q D ) G i i
igI is1
holds, then  C ?  l D s G.ig I i is1 i
 .  w  . xPart i of this statement was proved by R. Brauer see 10, 6.10 , p. 37
 .in a more general case. Namely, using character theory, he showed that i
is true for each perfect group.
w xIt was conjectured in 2 that if G is a finite non-abelian group with two
conjugacy classes A, B satisfying AB s Ay1 j By1, then G is non-simple.
Using the techniques developed in Sections 2]3 we prove that this conjec-
 .ture is true Subsection 4.2 .
THEOREM 1.8. Let G be a non-abelian finite group which has two
conjugacy classes A and B such that A / B and AB s Ay1 j By1. Then G is
not simple.
Subsection 4.3 contains an additional information about the covering
number of finite non-abelian simple groups. We prove the following
theorems.
THEOREM 1.9. Let G be a finite non-abelian simple group with a conju-
< <  . <  . <gacy class C such that C - 1000. Then cn G - k, where k s Irr G .
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THEOREM 1.10. Let G be a finite non-abelian simple group with k
conjugacy classes and C a non-tri¨ ial conjugacy class of G. Then one of the
following holds:
 . < < < < ka If C G G rk, then C s G;
 . < < < < nkq1b If C s G rk y m, m G 1, then C s G where n ) mr1000
q 1.
Section 5 contains the proof of the following generalization of Theorem
1.2.
THEOREM 1.11. Let G be a group with finite subsets A and B. If the
product AB is a normal subset of G, then there exists a normal subgroup
H F G such that
 .i ABH s AB;
 . < < < < < < < <ii AB G AH q BH y H .
 .It should be mentioned that in the proofs of Theorems 1.4]1.8, 1.10 a ,
and 1.11 we use only elementary group-theoretical techniques.
2. A-EXTREMAL SUBSETS
Let A ; G be a subset. In what follows we write A for the complement
y1  y1 < 4to A in G and A for a a g A . We also use the notation
< < < < <S A s B ; G B ) 0, AB ) 0 . 4 .
 .Clearly S A is non-empty if and only if A / G, so we always assume that
< < < < < <A / G. The whole theory becomes trivial if A s 1 or A s G y 1. For
< < < <this reason, we shall assume that 1 - A - G y 1.
w x  .  < < < < <  .4  .Following 16 , v A s min AB y B B g S A . Since S A con-
 . < <tains subsets of single element, v A F A y 1. We say that a subset
< <  . < <B ; G is A-extremal if AB s v A q B . The set of all A-extremal
 .subsets we denote as E A .
 . < < < <PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X, Y g E A and X l Y ) 0, AX j AY ) 0.
 .Then X l Y, X j Y g E A .
Proof. The identity
< < < < < < < <AX j AY q AX l AY s AX q AY
implies
< < < < < < < <A X j Y q A X l Y F AX q AY s X q Y q 2v A . 3 .  .  .  .
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< < < <The inequalities X l Y ) 0, AX j AY ) 0 guarantee that X l Y,
 .X j Y g S A . Therefore,
< < < <A X j Y q A X l Y G X j Y q X l Y q 2v A .  .  .
< < < <s X q Y q 2v A . .
 .Combining this with 3 yields
< <A X j Y s X j Y q v A , .  .
< <A X l Y s X l Y q v A .  .
as claimed.
 .  .  y1 .PROPOSITION 2.2. i v A s v A ;
y1 y1 1 .  .  .  .ii B g E A « A AB s B and, consequently, ABg E A ;
 .  .  .iii B g E A m Bg g E A for each g g G;
 .iv If A is normal, then
y1 y1y1B g E A « A AB s B , and, consequently, AB g E A .  . .
B g E A m gBh g E A for any g , h g G. .  .
 .  y1 .  .Proof. i It is sufficient to show that v A F v A . Take an
y1 . < < < <  .arbitrary B g E A . Then AB s B q v A . If g g AB, then A g l B
y1 y1 . < < < < < <s B implying A AB ; B. Thus 0 - AB , 0 - B F A AB . There- .
y1 .fore ABg S A which implies
y1 y1 y1< < < < < < < <B G A AB G v A q AB s v A q G y AB .  . .
y1 y1< < < < < <s v A q G y B y v A s v A q B y v A . 4 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  y1 .  .ii Since v A s v A , the inequality 4 implies
y1< < < < < < < <G y B G A AB G G y B . .
y1 y1<  . < < <  .Therefore, A AB s B . Combining this with an inclusion A AB ;
y1 y1 .  .B yields A AB s B. Now the inclusion ABg E A easily follows
from the sequence of equalities
y1 < < < < < < < < < < < <A AB s B s G y B s AB q AB y B .
y1< < < <s v A q AB s v A q AB . .  .
1 w xThis part of our claim is given in more general context in 16 , nevertheless we give its
proof here to make this paper selfcontained.
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 .  .Proof of iii is a trivial exercise. Part iv is a direct consequence of
 .  .ii ] iii and normality of A.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. To prove Theorem 1.4 is equivalent to showing
 . < <  .v A G A y 1. Let us assume the contrary and take B g E A of a
minimal cardinality. Without loss of generality, e g B otherwise, one can
y1 . w xreplace B by its translation Bb . By Proposition 3.2 in 16 , B is a
< < < <  . < < < <subgroup of G. B cannot be normal, since AB s B q v A - A q B
y 1 contrary to an assumption of Theorem 1.4. Thus B g / B for some
g g  .g g G. We claim that B l B, B j B g S A . Indeed, an inclusion
g  .B l B g S A is evident. To show the second one we have to check
<  g . < < < g  . gA B j B - G . Write AB s A j D, D s AB _ A. Then AB s AB
g < g < < g < < < < g < < <s A j D whence AB j AB s AB j D F AB q D . Since AB
< <  .s B q v A , one can write
< g < < < < < < < < < < < < <D s D s AB y A s B q v A y A - B . .
< g < < < < < < < Therefore, AB j AB - AB q B F G the latter inequality follows
.from the fact that AB/ B is a union of right B-cosets . Thus, we see that
g g< < < <B l B ) 0, AB j AB ) 0. Now Proposition 2.1 implies that B / B l
g  .B g E A contrary to a minimality of B.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5
 .Part i of Theorem 1.5 is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.4,
 .therefore we need to prove part ii only.
The proof of this part is rather complicated, so we divide it into a
sequence of separate statements.
Through this section we suppose that G is a non-abelian simple group
< < < <and A / G, A / 1 is a normal subset. Theorem 1.4 implies that AB G
< < < <  .  . < <  4A q B y 1 for each B g S A . Therefore, v A G A y 1. Taking e
 . < <  . as B we obtain that v A s A y 1, and, consequently, E A s B g
 . < < < < < < < 4S A AB s A q B y 1 .
y1 4It is easy to see that sets of the form g , A g, g g G are A-extremal.
We call them tri¨ ial A-extremal sets. As a first step we shall prove some
properties of A-extremal sets. It follows from the definition that the
< < < <cardinality of a trivial A-extremal set B is either 1 or G y A . The
converse is also true. Indeed, every set consisting of a single element is
 . < < < <trivial. Let B g E A be a set of cardinality G y A . Since AB / G,
y1there exists g g G such that g f AB. This implies an inclusion B ; A g
y1< < < < < <which together with A q B s G yields B s A g.
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 . < < < < < <Thus B g E A is non-trivial if and only if 1 - B - G y A , and,
 .therefore, part ii of Theorem 1.5 is equivalent to saying that there is no
 . < < < < < <set B g E A with 1 - B - G y A .
For the rest of this section we assume the contrary and denote by C a
non-trivial A-extremal set of minimal cardinality. We also assume that
 . < < < < < <e g C. Thus e g C g E A and 1 - C - G y A .
The proof consists of several steps. At first we show that C is a subgroup
of G. An immediate consequence of this fact is Lemma 3.2, where
Theorem 1.5 is proved in a particular case AAy1 / G. Using this result we
 .show that C should be a subgroup of order 2 Lemma 3.6 . Finally, we
conclude this section with a proof of Theorem 1.5, where the remaining
< <case C s 2 is settled.
THEOREM 3.1. C is a subgroup of G.
The proof is split into two cases. The first one is considered below.
< <PROPOSITION 3.1. Theorem 3.1 is true in the case of C s 2.
 4  .Proof. Since e g C, C s e, b for some b g G. Further, C g E A
 . < < < < < <  :and v A s A y 1, hence Ab l A s A y 1. Denote H s b and
write A s a H j a H j ??? j a H where the a lie in distinct right1 1 2 2 k k i
< < < <H-cosets and a H s a H l A. It is clear that A y 1 s Ab l A si i i
isk < < < < < H b l H . Since H b l H - H unless H s H, there exists ais1 i i i i i i
unique index, say i s 1, such that H / H. Thus H / H, H s ??? si 1 2
 . < < < < < <H s H. Further, AH s A j a H _ H implying AH s A q H yk 1 1
< <H .1
 .If AH s G, then A s a H _ H . But A is a normal subset, therefore,1 1
y1 :a subgroup K s AA F H is normal. Since G is simple, either K s G
 4or K s e . If K s G, then G s H contrary to G being non-abelian.
 4 < <Therefore K s e and, consequently, A s 1. But this is impossible, since
 4  . < <A e, b / G. Thus AH / G and part i of Theorem 1.5 implies AH G
< < < < < <A q H y 1, whence H s 1.1
< < < < < <Consider a normal set B s A. The equality H s 1 implies BH s B1
< < < < < < < < < <q 1. If BH s G , then G s B q 1, whence A s 1, a contradiction.
< < < <  . < < < <Therefore, BH / G and part i of Theorem 1.5 implies BH G B q
2< < < <H y 1. Therefore, H F 2, whence b s e and H s C.
Since C has a minimal cardinality among all non-trivial A-extremal
< < < <  .subsets, X G C G 3 for every non-trivial X g E A .
y1 y1 .Write AC s B, where B s AC. By Proposition 2.2 iv , AB s C .
< < < < < < < < y1Since B q C s G y A q 1, B is a non-trivial A-extremal subset as
well.
< <Proof of Theorem 3.1. Proposition 3.1 allows us to assume that C G 3.
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< < < < y1Therefore B G C G 3. Take an arbitrary b g B. Sets B b and C have
y1 y1 y1 y1e in common, therefore B b l C / B. Further, AB b s C b s C b
y1 y1 y1< <and AC s B. Since b g C b l B, C b l B / B, A B b j C ) 0, .
< y1 < y1  .0 - B b l C , and Proposition 2.1 implies B b l C g E A . C is a
non-trivial A-extremal set of a minimal cardinality. Therefore a cardinality
y1 < <of B b l C is either C or 1. Thus, for any b g B either
y1 y1  4B b > C or B b l C s e . 5 .
We shall consider separately three cases2
Case 1. There exist b / b g B such that1 2
y1 y1  4B b l C s B b l C s e . 6 .1 2
Take B* s Cby1 j Cby1. Since e g C and ABy1 l Cy1 s B, e f1 2
 y1 . y1  .  .A B j B* . Therefore, B j B* g S A and by part i of Theorem
<  y1 . < < < < y1 <  . < y11.5, A B j B* G A q B j B* y 1. It follows from 6 that B
<l B* s 2, and, consequently,
y1 y1< < < < < <A B j B* G A q B q B* y 3. .
 y1 .  4On the other hand A B j B* ; G _ e implying
< < < y1 < < < < < < < < < < < 3A q B q B* y 3 F G y 1 s A q B q C y 2.
Therefore,
< < < < < y1 y1 < < < < y1 y1 <C q 1 G B* s Cb j Cb s 2 C y Cb l Cb1 2 1 2
whence, it follows that
< y1 y1 < < <Cb l Cb s C y 1 ) 0. 7 .1 2
Consider the sets Cby1 and Cby1. We have1 2
y1 y1 y1ACb s Bb s Bb1 1 1
y1 y1 y1ACb s Bb s Bb .2 2 2
y1 y1  y1 y1.Since e g Bb l Bb , A Cb j Cb / G which together with1 2 1 2
< y1 y1 < y1 y1  .Cb l Cb ) 0 and Proposition 2.1 implies Cb l Cb g E A .1 2 1 2
< < < y1 y1 < < <But C ) Cb l Cb s C y 1 ) 1. This contradicts the minimality of1 2
< <C .
2 w xHere we follow the scheme of the proof of the theorem of Vosper given in 15 .
3 < < < < < < < <We used here an equality G s A q B q C y 1.
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Case 2. There exists a unique b g B such that0
y1  4B b l C s e . 8 .0
 . y1  4According to 5 , C ; B b for each b g B _ b .0
Fix an arbitrary non-identity element c g C such an element exists,
< < .  4since C ) 1 . For any b g B _ b there exists some b* g B such that0
y1  4c s b* b. Therefore, b g Bc for all b g B _ b , and, consequently,0
 4Bc > B _ b . On the other hand Bc / B, since otherwise b s bc for0 0
 .some b g B contrary to 8 . Hence
 4B l Bc s B _ b . 9 .0
< <  . <  . < < <Thus C l Cc ) 0 c g C l Cc and A C j Cc s B j Bc s
< < < < < < < <  .B l Bc s G y B q 1 - G . Therefore C l Cc, C j Cc g E A by
<  . < < < < <Proposition 2.1. Consequently, A C j Cc s A q C j Cc y 1. On the
< < < < < < < < < < < <other hand, AC j ACc s G y B q 1. Therefore, C j Cc s G y A
< < < < 4 < < < < < <y B q 2 s C q 1. Hence C ) C l Cc ) C y 1 ) 1, a contradic-
tion.
Case 3. C ; By1 b for each b g B.
y1 y1 y1 y1  :In this case CB ; B implying CB s B . Denote H s C .
y1 y1 y1 y1 y1Then H F G and HB s B . Since AB s C and HAB s
AHBy1 s ABy1, Cy1 is a union of left H-cosets, i.e., HCy1 s Cy1. On
the other hand, C ; H implying H s C.
As a first consequence of Theorem 3.1 we obtain
 .LEMMA 3.2. Part ii of Theorem 1.5 is true under the additional assump-
tion AAy1 / G.
< <Proof. Assume the contrary. Then according to Theorem 3.1, AH s
< < < <A q H y 1 for a non-trivial subgroup H F G, AH / G. Clearly H / G.
Since G is simple, AH contains at least two right H-cosets. Therefore,
< < < < < < < < < < < <AH s A q H y 1 G 2 H , whence A G H q 1.
Take an arbitrary h g H and write
< < < < < < < < < <Ah j A F AH s A q H y 1 - 2 A ,
which, in turn, implies Ah l A / B. Therefore, AAy1 > H.
Consider now a set X s AH. We claim XXy1 s AAy1. Take two
arbitrary elements x , x g X s AH. If x H s x H, then x s x h, h g H1 2 1 2 1 2
and
x xy1 s x hxy1 g x Hxy1 ; x AAy1 xy1 s AAy1 .1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 < < < < < < < <We used here an equality G s A q B q C y 1.
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Thus we may assume that x H l x H s B. Write x H l A s x H and1 2 1 1 1
x H l A s x H , where H , H ; H. Clearly2 2 2 1 2
x H _ H ; AH _ A , x H _ H ; AH _ A. .  .1 1 2 2
<  . < <  . < < < < < < <Therefore, x H _ H q x H _ H F AH y A s H y 1, which1 1 2 2
< < < < < <implies H q H G H q 1. The latter inequality means that H l H1 2 1 2
/ B. Take an arbitrary h g H l H . By definition of H , i s 1, 2, both1 2 i
y1  . .y1 y1x h and x h belong to A. Therefore, x x s x h x h g AA .1 2 1 2 1 2
Thus we have shown that XXy1 ; AAy1. This immediately gives XXy1 s
AAy1H s AAy1. The normal closure K of H also satisfies AAy1K s
AAy1. Since AAy1 / G, K / G. On the other hand, K G H, and, there-
fore, K is non-trivial. Thus we obtained a non-trivial proper normal
subgroup of G contrary to the simplicity of G.
In what follows H ; G is a non-trivial A-extremal set of a minimal
cardinality and e g H. By Theorem 3.1, H is a subgroup. Write AH s A
< < < < < < < < < <j D, where D s AH _ A. Since AH s A q H y 1, D s H y 1.
g g  4 gPROPOSITION 3.3. Let H / H. Then H l H s e , D l D s B, and
g  .H j H g E A .
Proof. Consider the sets H l H g and H j H g. We claim that both of
 . gthem lie in E A . Since H l H / B, we need only to show that AH j
AH g / G. After this Proposition 2.1 will yield
H l H g , H j H g g E A . .
g  . g g < g < < < < g <Since AH s AH s A j D , AH j AH F AH q D . Further
g g< < < < <  . < < <AH / G implies AH G H . This gives us A H j H s AH j AH F
< < < g < < < < < < <AH q D s AH q H y 1 - G .
Since H is of a minimal cardinality among all non-trivial A-extremal
g  . < g < gsubsets and H l H g E A , H l H s 1, or, equivalently, H l H s
 4e .
g  .The inclusion H j H g E A implies
g g g< < < < < < < < < <A q 2 H y 2 s A q H j H y 1 s A H j H s A j D j D .
< < < g <s A q D j D .
< g < < < < < < g < < <Therefore, D j D s 2 H y 2. Combining this with D s D s H y
g1 gives us D l D s B as claimed.
w  .xLet m s G: N H . Since G is simple, m G 3. Denote by H sG 1
H, H , . . . , H the complete set of conjugates to H. Then AH s A j D ,2 m i i
i s 1, . . . , m, where D is the corresponding conjugate to D. By Proposi-i
tion 3.3, D l D s B whenever i / j. We also use B for AH , i.e.,i j i i
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AH s B , i s 1, . . . , m. It is evident that B is conjugate to B s B fori i i 1
each 1 F i F m. The set F s B l ??? l B is normal. It is easy to see1 m
 . that B s F j D j ??? j D j D j ??? j D . Thus G s A j Di 1 iy1 iq1 m 1
. < <  < < .j ??? j D j F is a partition of G, and consequently, A q m H y 1m
< < < <q F s G .
y1 y1 y1 .  .PROPOSITION 3.4. i A F j D s H j ??? j H and F j1 2 m
y1  .D g E A ;1
 . < <ii If H ) 2, then F / B.
 .Proof. i According to the definitions given above, AH s B . There-i i
fore,
A H j ??? j H s B l ??? l B s F j D . .2 m 2 m 1
< < < < < < < <  . < <The cardinality of the right part is G y F y D s A q m y 1 H1
. < < < <y 1 s A q H j ??? j H y 1. For this reason, H j ??? j H g2 m 2 m y1y1 .  .E A . Proposition 2.2 implies now that A F j D s H j ??? j H1 2 m
 .s H j ??? j H and part i is finished.2 m
 .  . y1  .ii If F s B, then part i of this claim says that D g E A . But1
y1< < < < < < < <H ) D s H y 1 ) 1, contrary to a minimality of H .1
< <  .PROPOSITION 3.5. If H ) 2, then H l D j ??? j D / B.1 1 m
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e.,
H l D j ??? j D s B. 10 .  .1 1 m
The set AH is a union of right H -cosets, hence B s AH is also a1 1 1 1
union of right H -cosets. Therefore, either H ; AH s A j D or H ;1 1 1 1 1
 .B s F j D j ??? j D . Together with 10 this gives that either H ; A1 2 m 1
or H ; F. The first inclusion implies1
H j ??? j H ; A « H j ??? j H H j ??? j H .  .1 m 1 m 1 m
5; A H j ??? j H ; F / G. .1 m
If the second inclusion takes place, then
H j ??? j H ; F s A H j ??? j H .1 m 1 m
 . .implying H j ??? j H H j ??? j H l A s B. Thus in both cases,1 m 1 m
H j ??? j H H j ??? j H / G. .  .1 m 1 m
5  .By Part ii of Proposition 3.4, F / B.
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H j ??? j H is a normal subset satisfying the equality1 m
A H j ??? j H s A j D j ??? j D s F 11 .  .1 m 1 m
< < < < <  . <with F / B and A q H j ??? j H y 1 s A H j ??? j H . Hence,1 m 1 m
 .  . .y1A g E H j ??? j H . Since H j ??? j H H j ??? j H / G, by1 m 1 m 1 m
Lemma 3.2, Theorem 1.5 is true for the set H j ??? j H . Therefore1 m
< < < < < < < <either A s 1 or F s 1. By assumption A ) 1, hence F s 1 is a
unique case we need to consider.
 4F is a normal set, hence F s e ; H j ??? j H . As we have seen1 m
before, either H j ??? j H ; A or H j ??? j H ; F. The first case is1 m 1 m
< <impossible, since F l A s B. The second one contradicts H ) 1.1
< <LEMMA 3.6. H s 2.
< < < <Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e., H s H ) 2. Two cases are possi-1
ble: e g AH or e g AH s B .1 1 1
Case 1. e g AH .1
Since AH s A j D , either e g D or e g A. If e g D , then D has1 1 1 1 1
non-trivial intersection with all conjugates to it. This contradicts Proposi-
tion 3.3. Therefore, e g A, whence H ; AH s A j D . This implies1 1 1
H l D s B for each i s 2, . . . , m. By Proposition 3.5, H l D j ??? j1 i 1 1
.  .D / B. Therefore, H l D / B and, consequently, D l H / B .m 1 1 i i
Write
AH s B s F j D j ??? j D1 1 2 m
y1 y1A F j D s H j ??? j H . .1 2 m
Since
y1 y1 y1< < < <H l F j D G H l D s H l D ) 0 .1 1 1 1 1 1
and
< <F j D j ??? j D l H j ??? j H G D l H ) 0, .  .2 m 2 m 2 2
y1 y1 .  .H l F j D g E A by Proposition 2.1. Since F ; B s AH and1 1 1 1
y1 y1  .H ; AH , F l H s B, whence F l H s B. Thus H l D g E A .1 1 1 1 1 1
< y1 < < y1 < < < < < < <But H l D F D s H y 1 - H , while H is of a minimal1 1 1 1 1
< y1 < <cardinality. Therefore, H l D s 1. By conjugation, this implies H l1 1 i
y1 <D s 1. Now we can writei
A H j H s F j D j ??? j D .1 2 3 m
y1 y1 y1A F j D j D s H j ??? j H . .1 2 3 m
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 .  y1 y1The same arguments as before show that S s H j H l F j D1 2 1
y1 .j D is an A extremal set. After simple transformations we obtain2
S s H l Dy1 j H l Dy1 .  .1 1 2 2
< < < <whence S s 2 contrary to a minimality of H ) 2.
Case 2. e g B s F j D j ??? j D .1 2 m
As it was shown before B l D s B, whence e f D , and, conse-1 1 1
quently, e f D , i s 1, . . . , m. Hence e g F. B is a union of right H -i 1 1
 .cosets, hence H ; B implying H l D j A s B. On the other hand,1 1 1 1
by Proposition 3.5, H l D / B for some i / 1. Without loss of general-1 i
ity, H l D / B. Write1 2
AH s B1 1
y1A B s H . .2 2
Since H l By1 and B l H contain e, they are non-empty and Proposi-1 2 1 2
y1  . < <tion 2.1 yields that H l B g E A . Due to a minimality of H ,1 2
< y1 < < <H l B is either H or 1.1 2 1
< y1 < < < y1If H l B s H is a case, then H s H ; B implying H l D1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2
< y1 <s B contrary to H l D / B. Thus H l B s 1, which together with1 2 1 2
y1  4 y1e g H l B implies e s H l B s H l B . We know that A j D1 2 1 2 1 2 2
j B s G is a partition of G and H l A s B. Therefore, H l D > H2 1 1 2 1
 4 < < < <  4_ e . But D s H y 1. Hence D s H _ e .2 2 1
 .Consider a product AH H s A j D H s AH j H s A j D j2 1 2 1 1 1 1
 4H . Since A j D j H s A j D j D j e ; D , AH H / G imply-1 1 1 1 2 3 2 1
< < < < < < < < < < 2ing AH H G A q H H y 1 s A q H y 1. On the other hand,2 1 2 1
< < < < < < < < < <AH H s A j D j H s A q 2 H y 1. Therefore, H s 2 finish-2 1 1 1 1
ing the proof.
Now we are able to finish the proof of Theorem 1.5.
  .. < <Proof of Theorem 1.5 part ii . As we have seen before, H s 2 is the
< < < <only case we need to consider. In this case AH s A q 1. A set A is also
< < < <normal and satisfies the equality AH s A q 1. Thus, replacing, if it is
< < < <necessary, A by its complement A, we may suppose that A F G r2.
 4 2  < 4Write H s e, h , where h s e. H i s 1, . . . , m is a complete set ofi i i i
 4subgroups conjugate to H s H . Hence X s h , . . . , h is a conjugacy1 1 m
class of G.
The set D , 1 F i F m, contains a single element, say d . Since all D arei i i
 4pairwise disjoint and conjugate to each other, Y s d , . . . , d is also a1 m
 .conjugacy class of G. Thus we can rewrite 11 as
 4A e j X s A j Y . 12 . .
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 . < < < < < <1 A j Y / G. Indeed, if A j Y s G, then Y s G y A G
< <G r2 which is impossible, since Y is a conjugacy class of a simple group.
 . 22 X j X s G. Since
< < < < < < 4  4A e j X s A q Y s A q e j X y 1 .
 4 .  4 2and A e j X / G, A is an e j X-extremal subset. If X j X / G,
then
y1 2 4  4e j X e j X s X j X / G .  .
 4and, by Lemma 3.2, Theorem 1.5 is true for a normal set e j X.
< < < < < < < 4 < < < < <Therefore, either A s 1 or A s G y e j X s G y X y 1. The
< <first case contradicts the assumption A ) 1, while the second one gives
< < < < < < < <X s G y A y 1 G G r2 y 1 which is impossible in a finite simple
group.
 .3 X s Y. If X ; A, then
 4 2G / A j Y s A X j e > X j X s G, .
a contradiction; thus X l A s B.
 .If X / Y, then AX l X ; A j Y l X s B. Therefore, AX l X s
2  . 2B, whence X l A s B. But, due to 2 , X j X s G, hence X > A,
contrary to X l A s B.
 .4 A is a set of involutions. Since Y l A s B and X s Y, A l X
s B. On the other hand, A ; X 2 j X. Therefore A ; X 2, i.e., each
a g A may be written as a s x x for a suitable x , x g X. Let us fix1 2 1 2
 4  4elements x , x g X. Equality a s x x implies that A e, x > A j x .1 2 1 2 2 1
<  4 < < <  4  4But A e, x s A q 1 for every x g X, hence A e, x s A j x . After2 2 1
 4  x 24conjugation of both parts by x we obtain A e, x s A j x which2 2 1
implies x x 2 s x , i.e., x and x commute.1 1 1 2
 .5 G is not simple. Indeed AX ; A j X, where A and X are sets
w xof involutions. Therefore a, x s e for each a g A and x g X. Hence G
is not simple.
The latter contradiction finishes our proof.
As an immediate consequence of this theorem we obtain the following
< <COROLLARY 3.7. Let A ; G be a normal and B ; G, B ) 1 an arbi-
< < < <trary subset of a finite non-abelian simple group G. Then AB - G y 1
< < < < < <implies AB G A q B .
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4. APPLICATION TO PRODUCTS OF CONJUGACY
CLASSES
As a first consequence of Theorem 1.5 we obtain an upper bound for a
 w x.co¨ering number of a conjugacy class. We remind see 1 that a co¨ering
 .number cn C of a conjugacy class C of G is a minimal natural m
m w xsatisfying the equality C s G. We refer the reader to 1 for more details
about covering numbers.
 .4.1. An Upper Bound for cn C
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a non-abelian simple group and C , . . . , C be a set1 k
 . < < < <of non-tri¨ ial normal subsets not necessarily distinct . If C ? ??? ? C - G1 k
< < < < < <y 1 holds, then C ? ??? ? C G C q ??? q C .1 k 1 k
Proof. This will be by induction on k. For k s 1 the assertion is trivial.
< < < <Consider now the general case. Since C ? ??? ? C ) C ? ??? ? C , we1 k 1 ky1
< < < <can use an induction hypothesis, which implies C ? ??? ? C G C1 ky1 1
< <  . < < < < <q ??? q C . By part i of Theorem 1.5, C ? ??? ? C G C q C ? ??? ?ky1 1 k k 1
< < < < < < < < < <C y 1 G C q ??? C y 1. If C ? ??? ? C ) C q ??? C y 1, thenky1 1 k 1 k 1 k
y1  .the proof is finished. Otherwise C ? ??? ? C s C , by part ii of Theo-1 ky1 k
 4rem 1.5. Therefore, C ? ??? ? C s G _ e , contrary to the assumption1 k
< < < <C ? ??? ? C - G y 1.1 k
COROLLARY 4.2. Let G be a non-abelian finite simple group and C be an
arbitrary non-tri¨ ial conjugacy class of G. Then C <G < r <C < s G.
< < < <Proof. Denote G r C by m just for a convenience. Assume that
m < m < < < < m < < < < < < m < < <C / G, i.e., C - G . If C - G y 1, then m C F C - G y 1,
< < < < < m < < <implying m - G r C , contrary to an assumption. Therefore, C s G y
m  41 is the only case we need to consider. But in this case C s G _ e which
m 6is impossible, since c s e for all c g C.
 . < < < <It follows from the above corollary that cn C F G r C for each
w xnon-trivial conjugacy class C of a simple group G. It was conjectured in 4
that a covering number of any conjugacy class of a simple group G does
not exceed a number of conjugacy classes of G. Corollary 4.2 shows that
< < < <this conjecture is true provided that C G G rk, where k is a number of
conjugacy classes of G.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let A and B be two non-tri¨ ial normal subsets of a
finite simple group G. If AB > A and e f B, then
< < < < < < < < < <AB - G y 1 « AB ) A q B .
6 <  . < < < < <This follows from the fact that an order of c g C divides C c s G r C s m.G
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 4Proof. Denote B* s B j e . Clearly, AB* s AB / G. By Theorem
< < < < < < < < < <1.5, AB* G A q B* y 1 s A q B , where the equality holds only in
y1 y1  4the case B* s A . But B* s A implies that AB* s G _ e which
< < < <contradicts AB - G y 1.
w xRemark 1. As a consequence of this claim we obtain Theorem A of 2
which claims that a finite group G with two conjugacy classes A and B
satisfying either AB s A j B or AB s A j By1 is not simple. It was also
w x y1 y1conjectured in 2 that the equality AB s A j B cannot occur if A
and B are conjugacy classes of a finite non-abelian simple group. Theorem
1.8 gives an affirmative answer on this conjecture.
Remark 2. Let C be a non-trivial conjugacy class of G. Take D ;
CC y1. to be an arbitrary non-trivial conjugacy class. Then CD > C, and,
< < < < < < y1.therefore, CD ) C q D for each non-trivial D ; CC .
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Assume the contrary, i.e., C ? ??? ? C s C1 l 1
j ??? j C . Denote by D the product of all C , j s 1, . . . , l, j / i. Thenl i j
< < < < < < < <C D s C ? ??? ? C . By assumption C ? ??? ? C s C q ??? q C - G yi i 1 l 1 l 1 l
< < < < < <1. Hence C D G C q D for each 1 F i F l. If e f D for some 1 F ii i i i i
F l, then our claim follows from Proposition 4.3. Therefore, we may
assume that e g D for each 1 F i F l. Take now a pair of indices i / j.i
Then Cy1 ; D , where D is a product of all C , k / i, k / j. Thereforej i j i j k
C Cy1 ; D for all i / j. This immediately implies that C Cy1 C ; C Dj j i i j j i i
y1? ??? ? s C j ??? j C holds for every pair i / j. In particular, C C C1 l 1 1 2
.j ??? j C ; C j ??? j C which, in turn, implies thatl 1 l
y1 y1< < < <C C C j ??? j C F C C q C j ??? j C .1 1 2 l 1 1 2 l
which contradicts Lemma 4.1.
 .Proof of Theorem 1.7. It is easier for us to start the proof from part ii .
< < < < < < < <Denote A s  C , B s D ? ??? ? D . Then A q B ) G . If AB /ig I i 1 l
< < < < < < < < < <G , then either AB - G y 1 or AB s G y 1. In the first case Corol-
 4lary 3.7 yields a contradiction. In the second one AB s G _ e , whence
y1 < < < < < <A ; B contrary to A q B ) G .
 . < < < <i Assume the contrary, i.e., C ? ??? ? C - G . By Lemma 4.1 the1 k
< < < < < < < < < <inequality C ? ??? ? C - G y 1 would imply C q ??? q C - G y 11 k 1 k
< < < <which is impossible. Therefore C ? ??? ? C s G y 1, equivalently, C1 k 1
 4? ??? ? C s G _ e .k
First we show that
< < < <1 q C G C G C 13 .  i i i
igIigI igI
 4holds for each non-empty proper I ; 1, . . . , k .
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Write C ? ??? ? C as1 k
C ? ??? ? C s C ? C , 1 k i i
igI igI
 4 < < < < < <where I s 1, . . . , k _ I. Since I / B,  C - C ? ??? ? C s G y 1,ig I i 1 k
and, by Lemma 4.1,
< <C G C . i i
igI igI
On the other hand,
y1
C l C s B, i i /  /
igI igI
whence
< < < < < < < <C F G y C F G y C s 1 q C .   i i i i
igI igI igIigI
 .Thus, 13 is proven.
y1. Take an arbitrary conjugacy class C / C contained in C C such2 1 1 1
.C exists, since G is simple . Let C / C be an arbitrary conjugacy class2 3 2
contained in C C y1.. Clearly2 2
C C > C , C C > C . 14 .1 2 1 2 3 2
We claim that C / C .3 1
Indeed, an equality C s C implies C C > C j C . By Lemma 4.1,3 1 1 2 1 2
< < < < < <  . < <C C ) C q C . On the other hand, it follows from 13 that C C F1 2 1 2 1 2
< < < < < < < < < <C q C q 1. Therefore, C C s C q C q 1. Since G is simple and1 2 1 2 1 2
 4C C > C j C , we obtain C C s C j C j e . This immediately im-1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
plies C y1. s C . But in this case one can get a contradiction by taking C1 2 1
 4as B, C j e as A, and by applying Proposition 4.3. Thus we have shown2
that C / C .3 1
 .Consider now a product C C C . Because of 14 , we have1 2 3
C C C > C C > C .1 2 3 1 2 1
< < < < < < < < < <Since C C C - G y 1, Proposition 4.3 implies C C C G C q C C1 2 3 1 2 3 3 1 2
< < < < < <  .q 1 G C q C q C q 2. But this contradicts 13 .3 2 1
4.2. Groups with Two Conjugacy Classes A and B satisfying AB s Ay1 j By1
< < < < < <It seems to us that the inequality AB G A q B which holds for
non-trivial normal sets A and B is rather weak. Moreover, we conjecture
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< < < < < <that AB s A q B not occur in a finite non-abelian simple group
< < < <provided that A and B are normal subsets with AB - G y 1.
< < < <LEMMA 4.4. Let A, B be two normal subsets of G such that AB s A q
< < < < < < < < < < < < < <B - G y 1. Assume in addition that B F A and 2 B q A - G y 1
hold. Then
< < < < < < < 2 < < <BAB s 2 B q A and B s 2 B .
< < < < < <Remark. If A and B are conjugacy classes of G then AB s A q B
< < < < < < < <- G y 1 implies that 2 B q A - G y 1. Indeed, both A and B do not
< < < <contain e. This fact together with Proposition 4.3 and AB - G y 1
 . < < < < < < < < < <implies AB l A j B s B. Therefore G G AB q A q B s 2 A q
< < < < < <2 B ) 2 B q A q 1.
Proof. Let F ; B be a set of maximal cardinality satisfying
< < < < < <BAF s B q AF .
<  4 < < < <  4 <Such F exists, since BA b s B q A b holds for every b g B. If
F s B, then the assertion holds. Hence we may assume that F / B.
Take an arbitrary b g B _ F and consider two sets X s Ab and Y s AF.
We have
< < < < < <BX s B q X
< < < < < <BY s B q Y .
< <Case 1. X l Y G 2.
< < < < < < < < <  . < < <Since BX s B q A - G y 1, B X l Y - G , whence Corollary
<  . < < < < <3.7 implies B X l Y G B q X l Y . On the other hand
< < < < < < < <B X j Y s BX j BY s BX q BY y BX l BY .
< < < <F BX q BY y B X l Y .
< < < < < < < < < < < <F B q X q B q Y y X l Y y B
< < < < < < < < < < < < < <s B q X j Y F B q BA s 2 B q A - G y 1.
<  . < < < < < < <Thus B X j Y F B q X j Y - G y 1. But in this case Corollary
<  . < < < < <3.7 gives us B X j Y G B q X j Y which together with the previous
<  . < < < < < < inequality yields B X j Y s B q X j Y . This means that B Ab j
. < < < < < < < <  . <AF s B q Ab j AF s B q A b j F contrary to the maximality of
F.
Thus we need to settle the remaining case
< <Case 2. X l Y F 1.
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Write
< < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <X j Y s X q Y y X l Y G X q Y y 1 G A q A q F y 1.
< < < < < <On the other hand X j Y ; AB, whence X j Y F A q B . There-
< < < < < < < < < <fore A q F y 1 F B . Since B F A , there is the only case when this
< <inequality holds, namely: F s 1.
< < < < < < < < < < <Since AB s A q B and A G B , there exist b , b g B with Ab1 2 1
<l Ab G 2. Then the sequence of equalities2
< < < < < < < < < < < <2 A q 2 B s BAb q BAb s BAb j BAb q BAb l BAb1 2 1 2 1 2
G B Ab j Ab q B Ab l Ab .  .1 2 1 2
< < < < < < < <G B q Ab j Ab q B q Ab l Ab1 2 1 2
< < < <s 2 A q 2 B
<  . < < < < < < < <  4 <shows that B Ab j Ab s B q Ab j Ab s B q A b , b which,1 2 1 2 1 2
< <in turn, implies that F G 2, a contradiction.
< < < < < < < <Thus we have shown that BAB s 2 B q A . By Corollary 3.7, BAB
< 2 < < < < 2 < < 2 < < <s AB G A q B , whence B F 2 B . But the same Corollary 3.7
2 2< < < < < < < <implies B G 2 B . Therefore B s 2 B .
< < < <Proof of Theorem 1.8. Assume for convenience that A G B .
< < < < < <It is clear that A q B - G y 1. Therefore, by the remark after
Lemma 4.4 the conditions of this lemma are completely satisfied, and,
< 2 < < < y1therefore, B s 2 B . Consider a product ABB . Clearly,
2y1 y1 y1 y1 y1ABB s A j B B s A j B j B . .  .
< 2 < < < < y1 .2 < < <Moreover, B s 2 B implies B s 2 B as well. The equality AB s
y1 y1  y1 .2 y1A j B gives us that B > A. Therefore the cardinality of ABB
 y1 .2 < < < y1 <s A j B j B is not greater than 3 B . On the other hand ABB
< < < < < < < < < y1 < < < < <G A q 2 B by Lemma 4.1. Therefore A s B and ABB s A q B
< y1 <q B .
y1 y1 y1 < y1 < < < < y1 <Since BAB s ABB > B and e f AB , BAB ) B q AB by
y1 y1< < < < < <Proposition 4.3. Therefore AB - A q B which is impossible.
4.3. Co¨ering Number of Simple Groups with ``Small'' Conjugacy Classes
w xAs we mentioned before, it is conjectured in 4 that the covering
number of a non-abelian finite simple group does not exceed its number of
conjugacy classes. The purpose of this section is to show that this conjec-
ture is true for simple groups having at least one class of cardinality less
than 1000.
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 .  .Our first step is to give a simple bound for cn C where cn C is a
covering number of a conjugacy class C.
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let G be a finite group and C be its conjugacy class
 .  .with cn C - `. Let x g Irr G be a character satisfying
x c rx 1 s max f c rf 1 f g Irr G , f / 1 , c g C . .  .  .  .  . 4G
 .  < < .  <  .  . <. 7Then cn C F ln G y 1 rln x 1 rx c .
Proof. Take an adjacency matrix A of a Cayley graph generated by C.
A transposed matrix At is an adjacency matrix of a Cayley graph gener-
ated by a conjugacy class Cy1. Therefore, A commutes with At and,
consequently, there exists an eigenbasis of A which is orthogonal with
w xrespect to the hermitian form  u ¨ . It was shown in 6, Theorem 3 thati i i
m  .  < <.in this case A has no zero entry if m ) ln ¨ y 1 rln krl where ¨ is
< <the number of nodes of the graph, k is its valency, and l is an absolute
value of the second eigenvalue of a matrix A. For a Cayley graph spanned
< < < <by a conjugacy class C, ¨ s G , k s C , and eigenvalues have a form
< <  .  .C f c rf 1 . Now the claim is evident.
w  .xProof of Theorem 1.9. Let c g C. Then by assumption G: C c -G
 .1000. Thus G contains a maximal subgroup C c F M of index less thanG
1000. Therefore G has a primitive permutation representation of degree
w xless than 1000. Hence by 8, 12 , G is a non-abelian simple group isomor-
phic to one of the following list:
 .a A , 5 F n F 1000;n
 .  .  .  .  .b L q , 4 F q - 1000; L q , q - 32; L q , q - 11; L q , q - 7;2 3 4 5
 .  .L q , q F 7; L 2 , n s 7, 8, 9;6 n
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .c S 4 , S 5 , S 7 , S 8 , S 2 , S 3 , S 2 , S 2 ;4 4 4 4 6 6 8 10
 .  .  .  .  .d U q , q s 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9; U q , q s 2, 3, 4, 5; U 2 ; U 2 ;3 4 5 6
 . " . " .  .e O 2 , O 2 , O 3 ;8 10 7
 .  .  . 3  .  .f G 3 , G 4 , D 2 , Sz 8 ;2 2 4
 .g M , M , M , M , M , J , J , Co , McL, HS.11 12 22 23 24 1 2 3
w x  .  . w xBy Dvir's theorem 7 , cn A s 3 and cn A s nr2 for n G 6. Thus5 n
 .  .cn A - k and for groups of type a the theorem holds.n
7 w x  .It should be mentioned that 17 has a better estimation for cn C , but for our purposes
the estimation given in this proposition is enough.
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 .  .Groups G of type b have also cn G - k as follows from the following
results:
 .  .  . w x1 If G is isomorphic to L q , then cn G s 3 - k by 3 ;2
 .  .  .2 If G is isomorphic to L q , n G 3, q G 4, then cn G s n - kn
w xby Lev 14 ;
 .  .  . w x3 If G is isomorphic to L 3 , then cn G - k by Karni 13 .3
 . w x w xIf G is a sporadic group, then cn G - k by Karni 13 and Zisser 17 .
 .  .Thus groups of type g satisfy cn G - k, as desired.
 .  .  .  .  .  .If G is isomorphic to U 3 , U 4 , U 5 , U 8 , U 2 , U 3 ,3 3 3 3 4 4
 .  .  .  .  . w xU 2 , U 2 , S 4 , S 2 , then cn G - k by 13, 17 .5 6 4 6
 .Thus for groups of type d we have to check only the groups
 .  .  .  .  .U 7 , U 9 , U 4 , U 5 . For groups of type c we have to check the groups3 3 4 4
 .  .  .  .  .  .S 5 , S 7 , S 8 , S 3 , S 2 , S 2 .4 4 4 6 8 10
 . w xGroups of Type d . According to 5 the smallest size of a conjugacy
 .  .class of the groups U 7 , U 9 is greater than 1000. Thus they do not3 3
satisfy the assumption of our theorem.
 .  . w xIf G s U 4 or G s U 5 , then by 18 one can construct the character4 4
tables of these two groups. Then by Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 4.5,
 .cn G - k in both cases, as desired.
 . w xGroups of Type f . According to 5 the smallest size of a conjugacy
 .  .class of G 3 is greater than 1000. Thus G 3 does not satisfy the2 2
assumptions of our theorem.
 . w xIf G s G 4 , then the degree is 416 and the point stabilizer is J 8 .2 2
 .Thus G 4 does not contain a conjugacy class with less than 10002
elements.
 2 nq1. w x  .   ..If G s Sz 2 , then by 3 , cn G s 3 - k. In particular cn Sz 8 s
 .  .3 - k and Sz 8 satisfies part 1 of our theorem.
3  . w x  .If G s D 2 , then by Corollary 4.2, Proposition 4.5, and 5 , cn G - k,4
as desired.
 . " . " . w xGroups of Type e . If G s O 2 or G s O 2 , then by 5 all8 10
< <  .conjugacy classes C of these groups satisfy C ) 1000. If G s O 3 , then7
 .by Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 4.5, cn G - k, as desired.
 .  . w xGroups of Type c . If G s S 2 , then by 8 all conjugacy classes C of10
< <G satisfy C ) 1000.
 .  .  . w xIf G s S 5 , S 2 , or S 3 , then by 5 , Corollary 4.2, and Proposition4 8 6
 .4.5, cn G - k, as desired.
 . w x < <If G s S 7 , then by 8 there is only one possibility for C in the case4
< < < <of C - 1000, namely C s 400. In this case C contains a unipotent
w xelement of order 7. By 8 the centralizer of the unipotent element is not
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1q2  .the maximal subgroup of index 400 of type 7 : 6 = PSL 2, 7 . Therefore
 .all conjugacy classes of S 7 are of size bigger than 1000, a contradiction.4
 . w x  .If G s S 8 , then by 19 one can cosntruct the character table of S 8 .4 4
 .Then by Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 4.5, cn G - k, as desired.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
 .Proof of Theorem 1.10. Part a is a direct consequence of Corollary 4.2.
< < < < nkq1Thus C s G rk y m, m G 1. Assume the contrary, i.e., that C /
< < < nk < < nk < < <  < < . < <G. Then G y 1 ) C implying C G nk C s nk G rk y m s n G
< <   .. < <  .y nkm. Consequently, G rk - nr n y 1 m. Therefore C - mr n y 1
< <and since n ) mr1000 q 1 we obtain that C - 1000. By the previous
k nktheorem, C s G contrary to the assumption C / G.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.11
 .  < 4Throughout the section we use Sta A for g g G gA s Ag s A .
Our goal is to prove the following
THEOREM 5.1. Let A, B ; G be two finite subsets of a group G whose
product is a normal subset of G. Then there exists a subgroup H F G such
that the following conditions hold:
 .i ABH s AB;
 . < < < < < < < <ii AB G A q B y H .
It is easy to see that Theorem 1.11 is a direct consequence of the latter
one.
Our proof of this statement is a ``non-commutative translation'' of one
w xgiven in 15 for the original Kneser's theorem. We begin from the lemma
w xgeneralizing Lemma 1.5.3 of 15 .
LEMMA 5.1. Let A, B ; G be two arbitrary subsets of G whose product
AB is a normal subset of G. Then for each g g AB there exists a subset
C ; AB such that
 .i g g C;
 . < < < < < < <  . <ii C G A q B y Sta C .
Proof. We may assume that g g A and e g B, since, otherwise g s
ab, a g A, b g B and we can change A and B by Ab and by1B, respec-
tively.
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 .Consider the set P of pairs E, F of G-subsets satisfying the condi-
tions:
g g E, e g F ; 15 .
EF ; AB ; 16 .
< < < < < < < <E q F G A q B . 17 .
 .  .P is non-empty, since A, B g P. Take E, F g P to be a pair with a
< <  .  .maximal value of E . We claim that E satisfies parts i ] ii of our
statement.
As a first step we show EF ; E. Assume the contrary, i.e., there are
h g E and f g F such that hf f E. Define
E9 s E j hF , F9 s F l Ehy1 .
 .  .Then 15 trivially holds for the pair E9, F9 . Take any h9 g E9. If h9 g E,
then h9F9 ; h9F ; EF ; AB. If h9 g hF, then F9h9 ; Ehy1hF s EF ;
AB. But AB is a normal subset containing F9h9, hence h9F9 ; AB. Thus,
 .  .in every case h9F9 ; AB, whence E9F9 ; AB, i.e., 16 holds for E9, F9 .
 .  . < < < <If 17 holds, then E9, F9 g P together with E9 ) E yields a contradic-
< < < < < < < < < < < <tion. Therefore, E9 q F9 - A q B F E q F . On the other hand,
< < < < < < < < < < < y1 <E9 q F9 s E q F y E l hF q F l Eh .
< < < y1 <Hence, y E l hF q F l Eh - 0, or, equivalently,
< < < <Fh l E - E l hF . 18 .
y1  .Define now E9 s E j Fh and F9 s F l h E. Then a new pair E9, F9
 .satisfies 15 . If h9 g E, then h9F9 ; h9F ; EF ; AB. If h9 g Fh, then
h9F9 ; Fhhy1E s FE. Since AB is normal and EF ; AB, we obtain
 .  .h9F9 ; FE ; AB. Thus 16 holds. Furthermore, the inequality 18 implies
< < < < < < < y1 < < < < < < < < <E9 q F9 s E j Fh q F l h E s E q F y E l Fh q hF l E
< < < <) E q F .
 .  .  .Therefore E9, F9 satisfies the conditions 15 ] 17 , and, consequently,
 . < < < < < < < <belongs to P. By the choice of E, F , E9 F E implying E j Fh F E .
< < < <  .Hence, Fh ; E, and, consequently, Fh l E s F contrary to 18 . Thus,
the assumption EF o E leads us to a contradiction. Therefore, EF ; E,
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which together with e g F implies EF s E. Since AB is normal, FE ; AB
 . < < < < < <and FE, F g P obviously. By the maximality of E , FE s E , i.e.,
 .FE s E. Thus, F ; Sta E and
< < < < < < < < < <E G E q F y Sta E G A q B y Sta E . .  .
w xThe next step is a generalization of Lemma 1.5.1 of 15 .
LEMMA 5.2. Let E, D ; G and M, L F G such that MEM s E, LDL s
D. Assume that D l E and E l D are non-empty. Then there exists g g G
such that E g / D and at least one of the inequalities
g< < < < < <E l D G L y M l L , 19 .
g< < < < < <E l D G M y M l L , 20 .
holds.
< < < <Proof. We may assume that M G L .
y1Take h g E l D. We shall prove that h is exactly an element
required by our lemma.
y1 y1 y1h h hSince h g E , we obtain E l D / B, and, in particular, E / D.
 hy1 . hy1Consider an M , L -double coset R s M hL s hML. The set R
w x 8 w x hy1 9contains M: M l L right L-cosets and L: M l L left M -cosets.
Let R l D consist of ¨ right L-cosets and R l Ehy1 consist of u left
M h
y1
-cosets. Any two cosets mh
y1
hL ; R and M hy1 hl ; R intersect ex-
actly by
< h
y1 hy1 < < < < <m hL l M hl s mL l lM s L l M
elements.
y1 y1h hw xThe set E l R consists of L: M l L y u left M -cosets. Each of
< <these cosets intersects each of the ¨ L-cosets of R l D by M l L
elements. Therefore,
y1h< < < < < < < <w xE l R l D s ¨ M l L L: M l L y u s ¨ L y u M l L . . .
Analogously,
y1h< < < < < <E l R l D s u M y ¨ M l L . .
8 Cosets of type gL.
9 Cosets of type M h
y1
g.
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It is sufficient to prove at least one of the inequalities
< < < < < < < <¨ L y u M l L G M y M l L ; 21 .  .
< < < < < < < <u M y ¨ M l L G L y M l L . 22 .  .
y1h < < < <Since h g E l D l R, we have u G 1 and M ) ¨ M l L . There-
fore,
< <M
u G 1, ¨ F y 1. 23 .
< <M l L
 . < < < < < < < <If ¨ s 0, then 22 is true, because of M G L . If L s u M l L , then
 .the left part of 22 becomes
< < < <L M
< < < < < < < <M y ¨ M l L s L y ¨ G L .  /< < < <M l L M l L
 . < < < <and 22 is true. Thus we may assume that 1 F ¨ and u F L r M l L y 1.
 .Combining this with 23 , we obtain
< <M
1 F ¨ F y 1; 24 .
< <M l L
< <L
1 F u F y 1. 25 .
< <M l L
 .  .If both 21 and 22 are not valid, then
< < < < < < < <¨ L y u M l L - M y M l L ; .
< < < < < < < <u M y ¨ M l L - L y M l L . .
By adding the above inequalities, one gets
< < < < < < < < < < < <M q L y 2 M l L ) ¨ L q u M y 2u¨ M l L ,
which is equivalent to
< < < < < <u y 1 M q ¨ y 1 L - 2 M l L u¨ y 1 . 26 .  .  .  .
 .  .It follows from 24 and 25 that the left part may be estimated as
< < < < < <u y 1 M q L ¨ y 1 G M l L u y 1 ¨ q 1 q ¨ y 1 u q 1 .  .  .  .  .  . .
< <s 2 M l L u¨ y 1 , .
 .contrary to 26 .
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Now we are ready to give
< < < < < <Proof of Theorem 5.1. If AB G A q B y 1, then the theorem is
 4 < < < < < <true with H s e . Thus, we may assume that AB - A q B y 1.
Denote by C a set of all subsets C ; AB that satisfy
< < < < < <C q Sta C G A q B 27 .  .
 .and are maximal under inclusion, i.e., if two subsets C ; C9 satisfy 27
and C g C , then C9 s C. Since AB is a normal subset, C is invariant
under conjugation. Lemma 5.1 implies that C / B.
Assume that C contains more than one element. Let C / D g C have
<  .  . <a minimal value of Sta C l Sta D among all the pairs E / F ; C.
 .Since C and D are maximal subsets satisfying 27 , we obtain C l D /
B, C l D / B. Thus, we can apply Lemma 5.2 to C and D. By this
lemma, there exists g g G such that C g / D and either
g< <C l D G Sta C y Sta C l Sta D 28 .  .  .  .
or
g< <C l D G Sta D y Sta C l Sta D 29 .  .  .  .
 .holds. If 28 is the case, then
g g g< < < < < < < <D j C s C q D l C G C q Sta C y Sta C l Sta D .  .  .
< < < <G A q B y Sta C l Sta D . .  .
 .If 29 is the case, then
g g< < < < < < < <D j C s D q D l C G D q Sta D y Sta C l Sta D .  .  .
< < < <G A q B y Sta C l Sta D . .  .
Thus, anyway
g< < < < < <C j D G A q B y Sta C l Sta D . 30 .  .  .
On the other hand,
Sta C g j D > Sta D l Sta C g . .  .  .
By the choice of C and D,
gSta D l Sta C F Sta D l Sta C .  .  .  .
and, therefore,
gSta C j D G Sta C l Sta D . .  .  .
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 . g  .This inequality, together with 30 , implies that C j D satisfies 27 . But
g  . g gD and C are maximal subsets satisfying 27 . Hence D s D j C s C
g < <contrary to D / C . Thus, the assumption C G 2 leads us to a contradic-
tion. Therefore, C consists of one element, say C. This implies that every
 .D ; AB, satisfying 27 , is contained in C. But, due to Lemma 5.1, for
 .every d g AB there exists D ; AB satisfying 27 . Hence C s AB.
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